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Let us cck the functionals (39) and (40) by studying their special cascs for the Isorropii. guide. Ir for 0 U Wrliig L -

04 v0~ and Mr Ml, we have

__ Vf M 1fi V'f Ju. x iVhdJS

J(u,;f)
f AMf dS

(le'+ u I pI) dS

This expression can be seen to coincide with at given in [10] "Geomeitrical optics in inhorne11neou. chiral medma with applica
(note that the factor I /v, in the (21) of the refe nced paper is tioris to polanzatton correcton,4n inhomote'seous lens antennas,'' J
erroneously missing). Electromagn. Waves Appl .~ y 4 no 6,pr 533 -548. )99()

131 N. Erigheta and P Pelct. :1*cduction of surface wave-, in chirostinp
antennas," Electron, Le.ey vol 27. no 1, pp 5-7, Jan 1991

11I. DISCUSSION 141 A. Lakhtakiai ,V.K, radan, and V V, Varadan, Time-Harmonic
ElectromagnetcU Fieloi in Chiral Media. Berlin. Spninger, 1999

The functional (39) is exact and presents an obvious extensi 15) B. D. H.- Tellegen'l"The Gyrator, a new electnc network Oelemri."
of previously known functionals from isotropic to bi-isoitropic me- Philips Res. R1ep/vl 3. 1 p 3 10, 9

dia. It can be applied to obtaining approximate mode solutions for 61 J. C, M nzo./_,i ton and scattering in homogeneous general
open bi-isotropic waveguides. By approximating the longitudinal biisolropic Wrt~os.� IEEE Traits. Antennias Propagat , vol, 38. no

pp. 227705, Feb. 1990
field functions, the dispersion function 13(w) can be obtained point 17) 1, -1 Ifl and A.)I Vittanen, -Duality transformations for general
by point. In practice, this can be performed using the following bi-i ic (nonreciprocat chiral) medium," IEEE Trans Antennas
scheme: Pro *vol. 40, no, 1, Jan. 1992ý

jai 1. V/L "Variational methods for noostandard cigenvalue prob
I . Choose a value for the phase velocity parameter v,. I in wave ide and resonator analysis.- IEEE Trans. A4#ro%;Ovr
2. Find suitable approximating functions for the longitudinal eery Tech.,.ý MTT-30. rio 8. 1194-1204. August. 1982

fields e( p) and h( p), i.e., the mnatrixf ( p), with free param- V I V. Lindell and .H. Sihvota. -Dielectrically loaded corrugated
waveguide: variati analysis of a moaatauidard eigenpnoblem.-

eters. Insight on the field distribution of the problem will IEEE Trans. Microwa~ eory Tech., vol. P4TT- 31, no 7. pp 520-
help in allowing use of just a few parameters-, otherwise, a 7 526, July 1983,
massive computation scheme with a great number of parar/ 1101 1. V. Lindell and M. 1. Ok ti. "Trantsversely anw,),ropic optica)
eters is needed. /fibers, variational analysis of standard eigenpmoblcm,. IEEE

3. Otimze alue ofthee paameersso tat he uocTrans. Microwave Theory' Tich.. MTT-31. nio. 9. pp 736-745ý3. ptiizevauesof hes pramter sotht te fnconal September 1983.
J(v9,; f) obtains the stationary value, i.e., its differe iation fill W_ X. Zhang. Engineering Electronc rismr Fknriional Methods
with respect to all these parameters is zero. (In ca of large London: Ellis Ilorwood. 1991,
number of parameters this requires use of some timizat~on
procedure.)

4. The corresponding parameter values insert in the longitu- Analysis of Bilateral Fin-Lines on Anisontropic
dinal field expressions give closest app ximations to the Substrates
fields and the functional value approxim es the value of w2, Thinh Quoc Ho and BejmnBke

5. Now it is easyto determine a point n the dispersion dia- Bnai e
gram w w, 0 = wu.

6. The transverse filed functions co sponding to this point are Abstract-A full-wave analysis of th- bilateral fin-line on anisotropic
obtained from (23). substrates is presented. The supporting medium is characterized si-

7. To find anothcr point. start w another value of v,,. multaneously by both nondiagonail second rank if) and (i Il tensors. The
dyadic Green's function is formed rigorously in the discrete Fourier

Thus, the procedure works best hen some a priori knowledge of transrormed domain and is used to study the propagation character-
the longitudinal fieldsxss ic helps in finding suitable ap- istics of the fin-line. The Green's function elements are given explicitly
proximating funcion with otoo many optimizable parameters. in their closed forms along with the verification of the theory. New data

Obviusl, te mtho ispecall attactve or indng he ow- describing the dispersion properties as functions of the coordinate mris-
Obvousythemetodis ecill atraciv fo fidig te lw- alignment are also generated for several substrate materials. 1`-

est-order modes with le t spatial variation. To find the knowledge
required, it appears ne essary to work through some examples with S4
brute-force techniq .This is. however, outside the scope of the 1. INROUCIO

peettheoretica study. Although the theories of transmission lines on anisotropic struc

i" REFERENCES 
lures are well documented, the major effort thus far has been di-cc -C niq IManuscript 
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retted toward structures whose substrat'vs arc characterized by a
diagonalized it) tensor only, A review of the treatments to those
problems outlining the procedure for the study of the propagaton
characteristics of various transmission lines may be found in I I]
13]. In practice, however, most of the above analyses are somewhat
limited in scope due to the absence of the oil-diagonal elements in MLL '"

the permittivity tensor, which may be used to represent the ms. ..

alignment between the material coordinate systemn and that of the T
wavcguld&, as indicated in 14) In addtnio, the response to the
magnetic fields for the aforementioned cases is normally assumed -
to be isotropic, that is, when Il] is specified as a zero-rank tensor
(scalar)- For problems involving transmission lines on general an-
isotropic substrates, that is, when the materials are characterized 1 a .
by both permittivity and permeability tensors, the solution to Max ..
well's equations required for the study of their propagation char- -
acteristics, can no longer be obtained in a straight forward manner. I
Up until now, there are only a few publications 151-181 which have t I G;ometry of ihe biateral ii taaae ,aaa a tera•.a a.al ..... .
reported some research efforts dealing with transmission lines
whose substrate material is characterized simultaneously by both
[jt and I jj tensors. The fact that the shielded transmission lines on that may esist within the planar anbsotropic region, the t 'Nu4 erl
a general anisotropic media have not yet received full attention, as equations are employed it can he shown that the eector admg equa
did their counterparts printed on substrates characterized by It! ten- written compactly in the form of
sor alone, provides the motivation for this work,

The purpose of this paper is to present the analysis of bilateral VXj J a VX Et - ii ) E 0 a2at

fin-lines on general anisotropic substrates. In this study, unlike
some others conducted in the past, both [II and I ;Lj tensors are VX(I[j V'X u 1) u i 4 i It 0 a2h!

nondiagonal. As a result, the Green's function derived herein may where k,, is the free-space wave number
be used to examine the dispersion properties of the structure on To obtain the field solutions within the anlsotropia nicdaaam
both dielectric and magnetic substrates. The bilateral fin-line is se- either the wave equation for E or the wave equaion for II may te
lected mainly due to its popularity in applications at millimeter- used. It is more convenient to work with the wave equa'on for the
wave frequencies. Also. this type of a transmission line does not electric field mainly because the problem involves seaveral electna
support a TEM-like mode- It has a cut off at lower frequencies, and ground planes which belong to the housing Con'equcntla- the vck
as such is fundamentally different from other transmission lince At tor wave equation for the electric field may be reduced it three
the present time, there is no comprehensive treatment of this struc- scalar equations which can be written in terms of the elvl trtnt ild
ture that is printed on the type of anisotropic materials considered components alone. The prr~css of s.eparating toncoutlai a£ thes.c
in this study. Consequently, the aim of this work is to present the equations to get a set of independent equatiostot india adi-.al a 'rn
analytical tools which can be used in the analysis of bilateral fin- ponents of the E-field begins with theii iransformatiorn ti the lo I
lines whose substrates can exhibit a wide variety of anisotropic ner domain

properties, The spectral representation of aný hield corrillar',ni a' dcaft d N aw
the following transform

Ii. TktEORR

The cross section of the bilateral fin-line is shown in Fig I along ''0 Or" IN' ..- ala
with the coordinate system used in the analysis The millimeter.cr-

wave circuit using the fin-line is usually excited by a drthninant
TE, 0 mode of the rectangular waveguide having dimensions a and where ec ca lax/h is the flt-rcte i om ptoi cwr v oaiiahlc AC., ., !,a d
b. The direction of propagation of the resulting wave is along the the three scalar etuatias tit the aIIit.iir t the ta ,are transfiantnd into thle f-;ainarl¢' ntiirr,riri ,aa. a airdin['•) ii a iala,'hllfi art,

z-axis. In this geometry, the gap that separates the mtcral filis iaW e hel io the Fiver ealiatiiia I - a t i ctiorti-I f i
- V~~~~llf~~it the help itf the divercriccc e,•]oallO !ttn 1 • ,Hiltznl rtl,,J ' :',I r•

denoted as W The supporting substrate •ilto which the fins aie
mounted is suspended along the E-plane of the %.aveguid.. antn i ai set -if twaa coupled cIutsitit fai - .ana I In i'air a - .a' laa

equations may he cxpressed in in itO', )lt iriS taX a' lirk d , aaataata 'i'-specified by
However. in this tonmiilamion, the iao , •aariipita ihea t,, 1,•aia

i, , are P, and P-. W ith that hoie itic ah- , oupirld dfitfhi'O1'ilO cqk.1a ,1a.i

[] := t, i . (a (la) for F, and F. can be shown ii .at, lsis

f A]S0 () i 3:bf 3/: ,

•I ' ', P, a ida / )' l • ) ,F , all a , ,;

0 0 i, i a :l ai ,i -

where I,, and t,, denote the free-sp)an %it ic. ah L i'MItIlt' is 11 i1nallt fith 1h1t koc [Ilklentent ' n.1a tf'
permeability, respectively.

To deteinine the types of solutions fair thii •aha' t uiaig.riia t-h|s. I /a, - a , ,', " a- v',
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Y, - {k,,r,, - a'kt,,ip -_,/ region, the field omtponic•i.. mis tw, found b. UNIII-. Itie scda
"tential function% The pr•cedlUie tor hoiding thrir-m atieids a

S- + + i(b) able in 19). and therefore, will not be iteatctd here

Ad = - , Once 311 the field compontitls in toth regions arc kn )wn. the
Green's function of the struciure mayltie obtained bl crifofo itiy the

Y= - a2f,./l - J3Ž> , appropriate boundary conditions at the jit,subsirate intertiCx

- k~,)Yj5d) r, ,

V, = )A,,/M,,l•, + 3 (,, , ISe) . L

cr~r./y, + JA (~3 5f) , i .t)

Z- =. je,•,.I + JIJpU,Z,,IAd ,Sg) ii. .- I,

Z. = {rt - axtl/.} {-k,',,. t- a•t•s.= + 13',/il)} I where J, and J. are the Fourier trinmforms of unknowAn current

(5h) densities J, and J, an the fins 5at - h,
After some mathematical manipulations, the dyadic Green's

Z2 = {*ýzz,,l., - C, Lf,,/,. - + a0,r,.Z<,I,,,) (S1) function in the Fourier transformed domain is found to relate the
fields across the slot to the currents on the tins through the followý

Z3 = JAU,.,/A - j$.E_,(. + jOtZo/Ai (Sj) ing matrix equation.

S Z,= a•#•,lm.i - = /,- (0 2
,s,/• - ke,,)Zo, (5k) lCII (9

These coefficients are functions of the medium parameters, trans-
form variable a, k.. and I- propagation constant 0 which is de- with the expressions for 0,,. _ . C,. C.. given in the Appendix.

fined along the z direction. Notice that F, and Pr in the above equations are finite across the

Decoupling of the above set is possible by the substitution method slot at1 = h, for 0 < I Y. < w12, but they are zero on the metal

which after some manipulations leads to yet another, but an inde- fins, In order to find the numerical solution the aperture fields are

pendent pair of fourth-order differential equations for these com- expanded using the known basis functions 191,

ponents of the electric field, i.e,, u
E•() •C.. E.(00)) (10n)

a't, a3A, a•t aE "
+ A + B-ax2 + C " + DRY = 0 (6a)

x xa(n) =2., D,.& (n)) (lOb)

a"E+ a3Ee ail+ arz
aX+ + Fa x + Gax + HEt =0 (6b) with C,, and D. being the unknown expansion coefficients After

the appropriate substitutions between (9) and (10) along with the
where the transformed constants A. B. C. and D are defined below: application of the Parseval's theorem in the discrete Fourier do-

YA + Y4(Y4 - Y3_Zi)/Y, main, the system of matrix equations which is used to extract the

A = Y, - (Y.,- YY 3 + Y , - (Z Z 2 Y)/Y 4 ) (7a) propagation constant 0 is formed-

Ul N

8 = Y2, - Y,(Y, - Y3Z,)/r, + (Y, + rZ/)) '2 K. + " KC., + .... 2, 3. N

Y)b2 + Y4(Y4  - (7b) (O la)

Y. - Y3(Z, - Z2 Y3/Y4 )

C = - Y?(Y, - Y;Z,)/Y, ŽV Ký.'C," C . K'. '0.- 0 1. 2. 3. N

Y37-2 + Y)4(Y4 - YlZt)/Y1
+ I', - YIZ I + A YZ Y4 , -Y1 (Zi - z ,Y1/Y4 )

with its elements .c-en by
(7c)

D Y -YZ 4 -- YAZ Y,) Y(Td + Y4(Y- Y5ZI)/ 1  (7d) A_(p.q) ),.,oi. d
y4 - -ZI Z2Y3/Y 4)

where , or q can be either v or z The roots which correspond to*and where the coefficients F, F, G. and flare also functions of Y• the proPagzatton constants are found by ,>ctting the dfcicrntinani of

Y2- Y3, Y'4, ZI- Z2- Z3, and Zji. Within a shielded housing, the 0o- th -uaioncsatsrcfndbseigth trnnn f
s the cofficient matrix equal to zero, and solving the resulting equit

lutions to (6) are standing waves. In general, these solutions are ion (11) using the technique described i 191
written in terms of sinusoidal and cosinusoidal functions, Due to
the symmetry of the structure, the boundary conditions require the
tangential magnetic fields to be zero at the magnetic wall (x - 0). IlI R~su is
reducing the general solutions to having cosine functions only To vali(dae the newly derived cxpressions of the (Grecn'. fuor
Subsequently. when the two tangential electric field components lion elemenis. numerical results for the effeclive diclecctiri <,'..tani

have been determined, the remaining field components such as r(,, (11- ,/,! for turno special cases arc ,oiipriid and t ornpired to

-.,. and t't: may be expressed in terms of F, and P, through the is; ,i data In the first casew ihc h fupporlin toiedium I- takcr
the Maxwell's curl equations. On the other hnmd, in the isotropic ito hc it,,ropic with s,, e , I Y , o,
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and ,, f,, J, " ;,, 0 . The chosen housing is a standard
WR-28 waveguide, with the remaining dimensions given by hi -. I

0.0625 mm, hz = 3.4935 mm, and W 0 .5 mm. For thie second

case, all physical dimensions of the structure are tl~c same, but the X , X x .ta tj<XU

substrate is a dieleceically anisotropic medium with t, -. t- ........ thisa mthotd

=0. Fig. 2 shows the effective dielectric constant computed b ,

this method along with the data produced from 121, 191. The con)

panson of the results indicates that, in general, the agreement is ',

very good. For the isotropic substrate, the e,, matches very weltl
including frequencies below the designated bandwidth (26.5 GHz
40.0 GHz). However, for the uniaxial matenal, a minor discrep-

ancy is observed at frequencies near the cut off point, but other-
wise, everywhere else, the agreement is good This difference in 0 ... .

the results near the cut off can probably be attributed to the nu- 0 10 20 3. 40

merical convergence of the data obtained by the two methods. In FRE4XW', (QItZ)

all of the calculations presented in this paper, the values of N = 5. Fig 2, Effective dielectnc constant of the biateral fin- hnt with a ., 7 1 t2

M = 5, and n = 350 terms were used to ensure convergence. itmr b ... 3 556 trm. h, ,:- 0 0625 tra. h, 1 49n,5 rm, - .0 5 nm jm

Now that the Green's function has been validated, the effects of dielecincally uniaxial substrate with f) , , 0. d" 3 5. and p. - p

. the nondiagonal elements in the Iel and I pj tensors on the disper- A• I 0

sive properties of bilateral fin-lines can be examined. First, the
permeab."ty tensor of the substrate is made isotropic by allowing 2 4 -Z7---.

It,. = t•,y = IA,, = 1.0 with IA. and i, = 0. The effective dielectric . ... .

constant of the fin-line is then studied as a function of the rotation
angle 8 which in practice may be used to represent the misalign- 1.4

ment between the coondinate system of the waveguide and that of -... .

the substrate material. This leads to the following definitions for GLASS CLOTH .

the tensor elements of the permittivity appearing in (ia): eo = t2 PrT-E cwmT,

sin2 (U) + E cos2 (8), e,, = f cos2 (0) + f, sin2 (0). ,. = and .

e, = e. = (e2 - el) sin (0) cos (0), where tI, e2, and (3 are the 00, -.0-' .

principal values of the [ej tensor. Numerical results in Fig. 3 show a,. ..

the response of iy when the fins are printed on the PTFE or glass 26.0 tz

cloths, both of which are dielectrically biaxial substrates. The ef- 011i40.0 "z
fective dielectric constant of the fin-line is computed at frequencies
of 26.0 GHz, 33.0 GHz, and 40.0 GHz and is plotted versus the
rotation angle 8. As can be seen from this figure tr~f becomes larger 0 10 0 )Q 0 'so 60o o0 ,e ,
with increasing frequency, however, for both of the cloth materials ROTATION ANGLE t(DEG)

it is decreasing, but only slightly, as the angle 0 varies from 0 to Fig 3 Effective dielectric constant 'cr-tui tS of the bilateral fin line on

90 degrees. This behavior is totally opposite to that of the micro- PTFE and glass cloths with a 7 112 mm , 1 556 mm. ht, () 062,

strip line wherein it is found cf increases with values of the rota- mm. ih, 3 4935 mm. 0,- (1 3 mi

tion angle changing from 0° to 90', as illustrated in 101.
Next, the response of , belonging to the fin-line structure which 2.41 --

uses a dielectrically uniaxial substrate is examined. The two chosen SAPPHIRE

substrate materials are boron nitride and sapphire with the physical 2

dimensions of the housing being the same as those used above. Ao.
very interesting behavior can be observed from the numerical re- 2 01,

suits which are plotted in Fig. 4, In the case of a fin-line printed
on sapphire, the value of the effective (lielectric constant increases
with the rotation angle, while for the boron nitride substrate the 26.0 ,Hz
opposite is true. BORON NITRIDE 33.0 GHz

Finally, to demonstrate the flexibility of the theory presented In 40.0 (Hz

this paper, the propagation properties of hilateral fin-lines using
more general anisotropic media are computed The medium perme- 1 2

ability is now characterized by a second rank tensor whose le-
ments are given by A_,, = p2 sin' (14) + ; cA55 (,p). I,, COS c .t12 o.s

(o) + 1A, sin' (9), p.: = j 3 , and •,,, - ,p. (I. -- ,i) sin (ý) cons O 2 0 i0 AG ¢ DEGI

(p). In this case, variables p, ,, )A. and p are the analoges of 0.

e1, (2, and (, respectively. Fig 5 illustrates. how the normalized Fig 4 L;tlesisc dielectric is ontsnsi l H,-r.sr. o fii the hitjitril tin Imn on
boron nitride .ind sapphire -l iii 1 12 mam. hi • 1530 i-ii 5,

wavelength X.,, reacts to the addition of the magnelit amsotropy 0 r)025 ram. an. a49 i5 a I, , i 1 h1

The substrate material parameters used in conputations were (1 0

87, (2 = 9.6, f, = II 4. p t I 10. ,. - I h. and r 4, - 1 8 Thc

calculated data indicates that the prc stlii' o thie I p I tensor etec Well ;Is non diagonal v" ,1> p4i-,ii hlts ensio. - httcin, lot
lively shortens the normalized wasclkngth ol the fin line consiti this set. all results ss-ere thsii' dm (tic t11 c s er t' i (ti1wn of ticiv

crably This effect can be seen ho hol ,hti iian, (,r O, ° 90') wi Ka, bandl
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+E '-,Z' -- Z - (Z3Z,Z, Z ZY 2 ) Z'

J7 4 4/,YY I AZiY) (A)a

A B C 0 + --Z,4' (Z`Y47Z, - `YZ

0.63 (Z 41 - Z AIZ ,Y, ,, z y ))( a

--------- _---+

*(Z Z'AT( 714N)DE) (A 36)

Fig. 5. Normalized wavelength versus 0as afunction ofvpofthe bilateral Ho~(lIj~~
fin-line on general anisotropie substrate with a -7.112 mm. b =3.556
mm. h1  0.0625 mm, h2 = 3.4935 mm, w =0. 15 mm. t, 8.7, t 2 = .(y--kt2,1, rp/,* 9.6, t 3 11.4. p = I .0, IA = 1. 6. and It,, 1.9, andf = 3 3, 0GHz. (a) -ka~d~4

[a] only. (b) It) and [IJi]p = 0'_ (c) (e) and [g4,,p = 45.ý (d) Idj and I1A10 + E; - r~,1
=90..

+ (A3,d)

IV. CONCLUSION HIC = '- jcH. + -y, (A 3e)

A full-wave analysis based on the spectral-domain technique of Bi- = -jaHg, + -y-Ey- (A3f)
bilateral fin-lines on anisotropic substrates was presented. The for- -

mutation of the Green's function was carried out in the discrete I 'd~ ON, Ag

Fourier transformee domain. Bath the magnetic and dielectric an- HT- =A..Ld.'-Y + jftN) (AMh)
isotropy effects on bilateral fin-lines were examined to illustrate the
usefulness of the newly derived Green's function for this structure. where bis the transverse wavenumber in the isotropic region. Pa-
The dispersion properties were computed for several substrate ma- rameters -y, are the corresponding wavenumbers in the anisotropic
terials as a function of the misalignment, and it was found that in region, and they art obtained by solving the fourth-order charac-
some aems they can be greatly affected by the rotation of the co- teristic equation using a technique similar to the one presented in
ordinate axes. These generalized expressions may also be used to 1101
study the propagation characteristics of other transmission line
structures, besides the bilateral fin-line, when they are printed on
dielectric. magnetic, as well as mixed anisotropic media. REFERENCES
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